Dear People Who I Hope are Genuinely Concerned And Have an Open Mind,
I am a natural human being, one of the people of America, a parent and grandfather. Even though we
vaccinated our kids with some of the available vaccines, I absolutely, strongly OPPOSE the passage of
this mandatory intrusion into the bodies of our children.
I have done research and listened to doctors and medical professionals on both sides of this issue and at
this point, now knowing some of the ingredients used in these concoctions, I would choose to home
school my children rather than expose them to the unknowns and possible harmful affects possibly
decades later by the mandatory requirement of so many vaccines. I have heard anywhere from 31 to 64
or more vaccines required by age 18. That is insanity. Where are we headed with this ? Are we
someday going to vaccine for immunity to all diseases, while giving up any natural immunity we may
have ?
There is evidence that too many vaccines in too short of a time can overstimulate our immune system
leading to auto-immune disease (a prevalent modern ailment that no one knows the cause). Strong
immune systems can be developed through proper diet, exercise and intelligent balance in all aspects of
life. I honestly know that it is a huge mistake to rely so heavily on vaccines for immunity and way to
risky to put these biological and sometimes heavy metal toxins into our bodies even if we think it's for a
good reason. From my research and study with scientific and medical professional people, I have
concluded that the risks far out weigh the benefits. The links to autism, auto-immune conditions, add,
adhd, depression and maybe even cancer and more....we don't know !! We do know that there are
links to some of these conditions and that we aren't acknowledging that we know the causes of others.
For those who trust and believe in the AMA and the CDC, let them vaccinate (God have mercy on those
poor children). And if those vaccines work so good, then they have no need to worry about those of us
that don't trust them and choose to selectively vaccinate or to not vaccinate. It is a right and a choice
for each family and ultimately each individual to make. It would therefore be a blatant overreach of
government to require vaccines as a legal requirement for anyone (especially children) to access public
services such as school, classes, public events, travel, etc.
In conclusion I will only re-emphasize that I strongly and absolutely OPPOSE the passage of this Bill as
well as any legislation that would make any vaccines legally required or otherwise mandatory for any
one at any time in any situation.
Thank You for Open Minded Consideration, Peace, Daniel Gregg Ashland, OR

